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Tyre Shield features and benefits

• Puncture Resistant 

• Tyre Temperature Regulation

• Adapted on Tyre Geometry

• Flame Retardant

• Adaptable to various wheel designs

• Easy Mounting and Dismounting

Increase
tyre life cycle !



Versatility
HUTCHINSON Tyre Shield is made to fit each individual 

tyre type and adapts to the shape of the tyre when 

pressure is lowered through a CTIS, without increasing 

the operational temperature of your tyres. 

Tyre shields are available for various wheel sizes 

varying between 16” and 22,5” and can be fitted to 

one- or multi-piece wheels.

Colour options
HUTCHINSON Tyre Shield is available in black, tan and 

green, three standard colours to match the vehicle  

application. Like all HUTCHINSON products the Tyre 

Shield is customizable and can be made any colour 

choice that the customer prefers.

Cost savings
One of the largest expenses for a fleet is tyre replace-

ment. Approximately 70% of all combat tyres need to 

be replaced due to damage. 40% of the damage is to 

the side wall. HUTCHINSON Tyre Shield guards the side 

wall from such costly damages.

Full range protection
Driving off-road means driving through sometimes

sharp objects such as rocks, debris, broken branches 

etc. HUTCHINSON Tyre Shield protects the most 

vulnerable part of your tyre, the side wall, against 

cuts from these potential journey or mission stoppers. 

Besides protecting against sharp objects, HUTCHINSON 

Tyre Shield also has excellent heat resistant and flame 

retardant characteristics. Bush fires and molotov 

cocktails will have no access to your side walls.

Hutchinson Tyre Shield has many key features which provide superior 

protection to the highly stressed side walls of military vehicles.

Protect your tyre side walls 
from serious cuts, tears and 
snag damage with
Hutchinson Tyre Shield.
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Prevent
up to 40%
of damage

to side walls

Tyre without Tyre Shield protection
cut by rock and debris.

Tyre with Tyre Shield Protected from
damaging rock and debris.

AVOID THIS!

Tyre Shield assembly


